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ABSTRACT
This research was undertaken to examine a problem with respect to heat transfer and fluid
dynamics, and this problem was simulated by CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics). A
tank of water with high initial temperature was exposed to an atmosphere with lower
temperature than the water, which produced heat transfer at the air-water interface. The
air had various magnitudes of velocity for different cases, which also generated wind
shear near the interface. These two factors interacted and eventually got balanced for both
thermodynamics and kinematics. The cooling plumes were observed in the initial stage
when heat transfer was large due to the large difference of temperature between air and
water. Also, a “fissure” separated the circulation within the tank at the final stage when
the system had been balanced, and stagnation points were detected in this “fissure” on the
water surface.
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1. Introduction
Speaking of heat transfer at air-water interface, most of researches have been developed
over fifty years. Incipiently, this field was witnessed by oceanographers during the
surveys with respect to temperature at the ocean surface (Saunders 1967b). In the use of
infrared techniques for aerial surveys, researchers successfully measured the temperature
at the surface of ocean (Saunders 1967a). Based on the results and conclusions published
by numerous scholars, Saunders (1967) established a theory with respect to what factors
can be accounted for the temperature difference between the ocean-air interface. In the
consideration of energy equation, the sum of the sensible, latent, and long-wave radiative
heat flux was the one of important factor determining the difference of temperature.
Except in very light winds so as that heat transfer was forced at the surface, the kinematic
stress became another important factor. Other two factors that were also commented by
Saunders (1967) were slicks and solar insolation whose influence was hard to assess.
Hill (1972) presented that remote infrared sensors exhibit uncertainty for temperature
measurement at the thermal boundary layer (Hill 1972) since the temperature measured
by infrared techniques was the surface radiation temperature over several centimeters of
ocean surface, which distinctly differs from the temperature variation within the layer
whose thickness were supposed to be within a few millimeters above the surface. As a
result, Hill (1972) carried out experiments to study the relationship between wind
profiles, heat flux through and thermal structure across the air-water interface, which
represented the situation for ocean-air interface in the small scale. The experiments were
conducted in an open wind tunnel to provide free air stream and a water tank placed
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under the tunnel as the container of bulk water. The laboratory measurements brought up
that there exist two regimes for water boundary layer heat transfer characteristics, which
was separated by the transition of the onset of surface waves. Also, through determining
the heat transfer coefficient Hill (1972) estimated the temperature difference at the
boundary layer of sea surface so that noted that the temperature difference in the
boundary layer decreases as the wind speed increases despite increasing heat flux through
the interface. However, those conclusions still had some uncertainty and require more
verification.
Bunker (1976) computed the surface energy flux of the North Atlantic Ocean in use of
bulk aerodynamic equations but the exchange coefficients for momentum, water vapor
and sensible heat vary with wind speed and atmospheric stability, and radiation
equations. A large number of experiments conducted at sea, costal installations and in
laboratories were employed to determine the value of exchange coefficients and then
surface energy flux. Since there existed air-flow distortion contamination which gave
some kind of effect to the value of transfer equations, measurement from merchant ships
were also adopted to obtain the values of wind speed, temperature and humidity which
were required in the transfer equations. Those ships had various sizes and shapes which
distorted the air flow so as to modify the temperature and humidity to some extent,
therefore, a relationship can be found concerning how flow distortion influenced values
of the transfer coefficients.
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Street (1979) outlined a theory which can be applied to determine total heat flux so as to
obtain interface temperature for a turbulent heat and mass transfer across an air-water
interface. First of all, The thickness of surface layer at an air-water interface was divided
into temperature matched layer, viscous sublayer, temperature sublayer in water phase
and viscous sublayer, temperature sublayer, humidity sublayer, temperature matched
sublayer and humidity matched layer in air phase by Street (1979). In use of the
schematic of the surface layer plus neglecting variation of properties in the streamwise
direction, total heat flux, sensible heat flux in the air and water vapor flux in the air were
expressed by definition in steady state. Simultaneously, density and heat capacity for both
water and air were seen as constant by ignoring the influence of temperature and
humidity. In order to define the diffusivities for heat in water and air and diffusivities for
water vapor, the concepts of rough-wall boundary-layer was applied by Street (1979)
since the large ratio of density for water to air enabled water surface displaying as a solid
boundary as air stream flow over the bulk water. Based on the above theory, the cubic
variation of eddy diffusivities for both water and air surface layers was employed after
some examination so that the diffusivities for heat and water vapor could be obtained.
Eventually, the expressions for heat flux and mass flux were determined by equations of
definition and then the interface temperature was derived by using the balance of heat
flux for a steady-state system as well as the iteration for surface temperature. Street
(1979) also conducted a relevant experiment to verify this theory and, as expected, the
theoretical curves highly fitted the experimental results for total heat flux in the aqueous
surface layer, sensible heat flux in the air surface layer and latent heat flux from the
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interface. The deflection of this theory lied on that the modification for density variation
effected on the eddy diffusivities for buoyant air flow and stratified water flow if the air
speed was not high enough and temperature difference between air flow and bulk water
was too large.
Handler et al. (2001) investigated the thermal structure at the air-water interface for low
wind velocities by using both experimental and numerical approaches. In the
experiments, wind speeds of 1, 2, 3 and 4 m/s were analyzed in a wave tank with bulk
water. The dimension scale of test section was about 37 m × 1 m × 1.3 m (length × width
× height). The infrared images of surface temperature field were recorded by a RaytheonAmber model 4256 IR camera. In the simulation process, Handler et al. (2001) employed
the three-dimensional Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) to undertake a situation of the
experiments but with different parameters. The governing equations were solved by this
simulation are the Navier-Stokes equations subjected to the Boussinesq Approximation
for solving the dynamic field and convection-diffusion equation for solving the thermal
field. It should be underlined that these equations described above were computed
without using turbulence modeling. Through comparison of the experimental results to
the simulation solutions, a high agreement was displayed with respect to the interfacial
thermal structure. For low wind speeds without the generation of waves, the interfacial
temperature boundary layer was governed by the buoyant plumes and surface wind shear,
at the meanwhile, these plumes appeared as fish-scales which were essentially several
head-tail structures that overlap to form laminae zone. The reason for the show-up of
fish-scales was that the buoyant plumes were stretched along the surface by the shear
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stress as long as they reached the interface. For higher wind speeds that generated gravity
waves, a k-ω spectrum was applied to image the temperature field at the surface. Unlike
for low wind speeds, for higher speed cases a streaky structure appeared to dominate the
interfacial thermal structure with an apparent spanwise length scale on the order of100l+
cm where l+ = ν/ u*. Handler et al. (2001) also simulated the similar situation without
buoyancy and the thermal structure at the surface remained unchanged, therefore, these
researchers concluded that the fish-scale pattern was the universal feature for the
interfacial thermal structure at low wind speeds.
Leighton et al. (2003) established a computational model to study the surface
temperature, surface strain and normal vorticity fields in the thermal boundary layer at
the air-water interface caused by free convection, and the method to realize the modeling
was Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS). A three-dimensional model was generated,
which included an air-water interface at the free surface, an insulated bottom boundary, a
constant heat flux out of the interface and a constant heat source to balance the heat lost
within the system. The problem was formulated by adopting the momentum equations
subjected to the standard Boussinesq Approximation and the convection-diffusion
equation added to a thermal source. The nondimensional governing equations were also
obtained by switching the velocity, temperature and time to the corresponding scales
using the height of the domain as a length scale. After using a pseudospectral approach
four cases with various parameters were solved based on the nondimensionalized
equations. A series of contours with a time interval of 79 seconds was displayed with
respect to the surface temperature, surface strain rate and normal vorticity which
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represented the phenomenology of thermal boundary at the interface. From these
contours it was clear that a positive strain rate resulted in the thermal boundary thinning
in the z direction and stretching in the x-y plane and simultaneously a thinner boundary
layer caused a relatively higher surface temperature, therefore, an obvious conclusion can
be drawn that a positive strain rate correlates to a warmer surface temperature. On the
other hand, a negative rate of strain generated a thicker boundary layer in z direction that
caused a cool and unstable region in the layer and this region accumulated at the surface
then falling from the interface to the bottom boundary which formed the so-called
descending cool plumes.
Another phenomenology could be obtained from these contours was the normal vorticity
at the air-water interface. Since the surface was free of wind shear stress the only nonzero
component of vorticity is normal to the z direction which was generated by the density
variations due to the existence of descending cool plumes. Moreover, an entire set of
nondimensional parameters were developed by Leighton et al. (2003) under the inner
scaling scheme by using a Surface Strain Model (SSM) (Csanady 1990). Based on the
scaling described above, the temperature, velocity and vorticity statistics were all
presented and compared to the previous results from others. The profiles for mean and
fluctuating temperatures showed the cool skin near the interface and the maximum
fluctuating temperature slightly below the interface, and these results were quite similar
to the experimental results presented by Katsaros et al. (1977). The last work this paper
referred to was the examination of turbulence balances which was employed to explain
the anisotropy of the velocity fluctuation at low Rayleigh numbers. The analysis of
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balance equations for thermal fluctuations and turbulence kinetic energy showed that
lower Rayleigh numbers caused more loss of turbulence kinetic energy near the free
surface, while at higher Rayleigh numbers, turbulent transport became more significant
and efficient to be balanced by buoyancy so as to produce a less turbulence dissipation
near the interface.
Talukdar et al. (2008) performed both experiments and simulation by computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) to study the convective heat and mass transfer between water surface
and laminar flow of air, and the results obtained from both approaches were also
compared. The experiments were carried out using the transient moisture transfer (TMT)
facility whose test section was a horizontal rectangular duct with a dimension of 298 mm
× 20.5 mm × 600 mm (width × height × length). The bottom wall in this duct considered
as a water pan which was 280 mm in width at the middle of the bottom face. The air
stream was delivered from left to right side through am environmental chamber which
provided the relatively constant temperature and relative humidity (RH) for the air
upstream. For the numerical modeling, the whole set of governing transport equations
were established based on several assumptions—flow limited to be laminar and steady,
viscous and compressible terms in the energy equation being ignored, for thermophysical
properties only the density being changeable with respect to buoyancy in the ymomentum equation, and the secondary effects of concentration gradient on thermal
diffusion and of thermal diffusion on mass transfer being neglected. Depending on the
assumptions described above, continuity, momentum, energy and concentration equations
were given with appropriate boundary conditions for this problem. The numerical
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approach employed to solve these equations was developed in house by the authors
which was called the code for flow analysis by solving transport equations simulating
turbulence (FASTEST3D). Talukdar et al. (2008) first compared the numerical solutions
to the results of Lyczkowski et al. (1982), Yan (1996) and Shah (1978), respectively,
which displayed very good agreement in all three cases. The first and second cases were
both finished in a square duct with constant temperature at the wall, and the only
difference between these two cases were forced convection was considered for the first
case with a combination of forced and natural convection for the second case. The third
case considered the problem in a rectangular duct compared to the first two cases. The
next comparison that the authors did were water temperature, outlet temperature, RH and
Sherwood number between experimental data and simulation result for 10 cases with
different inlet conditions. It was indicated that numerical and experimental data
comparison had little difference to each case. The investigation for natural convection
was done by plotting isotherms at two different z locations, which denied the guess that
existence of natural convection has effect on Sherwood number. Furthermore, the
boundary layers for temperature and concentration were studied by showing the contours
of these two properties. This imposed a new ratio proposed by authors between heat and
mass transfer, however, this relation was verified by numerical result while in the
experimental data this ratio was quite low which inspired authors to study the influence
of heat gain or loss from surroundings. Through the sensitivity analysis, the error from
measurement for water temperature in the experiments and the assumption that inlet
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velocity was fully developed were probably two reasons that caused the disagreement
between numerical and experimental data.
Wissink and Herlina (2015) elucidated the physical mechanism of air stream and bulk
water of mass and heat transfer caused by buoyant convection under low temperature
difference between water surface and bulk water using Direct Numerical Simulation
(DNS). Unlike most numerical simulations, this problem was undertaken by considering
the initial temperature difference between bulk water and air-water interface instead of
wind stream, which means the wind speed was not considered. The problem was
governed under the non-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations for momentum and the
temperature was regarded as a linear function of density which fits in the Boussinesq
approximation. Also, the transport equation of temperature and the convection-diffusion
equation of concentration were expressed in terms of dimensionless parameters to
describe the change of temperature and concentration. As the authors indicated, the whole
set of governing equations was solved using the code used in Kubrak et al. (2013) and the
model was established by mimicking the experiments performed by Jirka et al. (2010).
Eleven simulations with various domain sizes or mesh quality were carried out to
evaluate which one can obtain the most accurate result. Through the grid refinement
study, it turned out that the simulation with the finest mesh was taken to present the
numerical results. The results were around the thermal structure at the interface and the
zone a little bit below the interface in the z direction. The cool skin was generated at t =
9.6 s near the air-water interface and then falling down began when warm water from
below to thicken the cool sheet which produced the mushroom-like plumes penetrating
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downward with self-rotation. Also, the average convection cell size over the top surface
increased with time and the coherence between the cells in planes paralleled to the
surface became worse with increasing depth due to the limited falling depth and the
interaction between plumes. The correlation between temperature and concentration was
also studied which found that the highest concentration in the atmosphere exists at the
center of cool sheets which corresponds to the coldest water region. Another relationship
was the relative scaling in terms of thermal and concentration boundary layers conserving
within the falling sheets, that was also effectively employed when developing the
approach to estimate the gas transfer velocity as long as the heat transfer velocity was
available. However, the estimations still need to improve when researchers have more
understanding on the convection at the mixture phase between water and air.
The aim for this thesis is to investigate the transient heat transfer for a bulk water under
forced convection produced by a steady, uniform wind stream. The hot still water is
supposed to be cooled down as the cold wind flows over the water surface, and this
variation in temperature will first happen near the air-water interface and then spread
downward with time. The process of cooling bulk water will cause the temperature
difference between the upper and lower part in the water tank at an instantaneous time
which will trigger buoyant plumes if the density varies with temperature. Therefore, our
objective is to simulate such problem using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) with
various wind speeds to observe how temperature change in the water tank and how the
circulation appears in bulk water under the effect of both wind shear stress and buoyant
plumes.
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2. Computational aspects
2.1. Numerical method
The problems of interest are the air-water heat convection forced by wind speed and the
generation of buoyant plumes caused by temperature differences. Therefore, one must
solve the continuity, momentum and energy equations with respect to hydraulics and
hydrodynamics. Since it is indeed a complex problem which is barely possible to solve
by hand calculation, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) provides a good numerical
approach to simulate this problem.
The CFD package chosen is Fluent developed by ANSYS company, which is an
appropriate software to model multiphase fluid flow with heat transfer. The multiphase
model being selected is Volume of Fluid (VOF) which can be employed to track the
interface between gas and liquid. The explicit volume fraction parameter formulation is
used to set the solution method of volume fraction as Geometric Reconstruction which is
suitable for the unstructured meshes near the air-water interface. The body force
formulation is enabled in y direction, and the implicit approach is used for obtaining
more effective convergence of solution. Also, the interface modeling between different
phases is the sharp type which can produce a distinct interface between the phases of air
and water. For further preventing diffusion between two phases due to poor quality of
mesh in the vicinity of interface, the treatment of interfacial anti-diffusion is enabled. The
mass and momentum conservation equations followed by this model are
𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑡

+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑣⃗) = 0
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(2-1)

and
𝜕
𝜕𝑡

(𝜌𝑣⃗) + ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑣⃗𝑣⃗) = −∇p + ∇ ∙ (𝜏̿) + 𝜌𝑔⃗

(2-2)

where p is the static pressure, 𝜏̿ is the stress tensor and 𝜌𝑔⃗ gravitational body force. The
stress tensor 𝜏̿ is given by
2

𝜏̿ = 𝜇[(∇𝑣⃗ + ∇𝑣⃗ 𝑇 )] − ∇ ∙ 𝑣⃗𝐼
3

(2-3)

where 𝜇 is molecular viscosity, 𝐼 is the unit tensor, and the second term ∇𝑣⃗ 𝑇 describes the
effect of volume dilation.
The energy equation solved by Fluent is
𝜕
𝜕𝑡

(𝜌𝐸) + ∇ ∙ [𝑣⃗(𝜌𝐸 + 𝑝)] = ∇ ∙ [𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓 ∇T − ∑𝑗 ℎ𝑗 ⃗⃗⃗
𝐽𝑗 + (𝜏̿𝑒𝑓𝑓 ∙ 𝑣⃗)]

(2-4)

where 𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective conductivity, ⃗⃗⃗
𝐽𝑗 is the diffusion flux of species 𝑗 and 𝜏̿𝑒𝑓𝑓 is
the effective stress tensor.
The three terms on the right-hand side of Equation (2-4) represent energy transfer due to
thermal conduction, species diffusion and viscous dissipation, respectively.
The viscous model selected is the realizable k-ε model which is solved based on the
transport equations for the turbulent kinetic energy (k) and its dissipation rate (ε).
Scalable wall functions are used for near-wall treatment.
Note that, the density of water varies with temperature in a polynomial function for the
terms containing density in the equations (2-1), (2-2) and (2-4), which corresponds to
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𝜌(𝑇) = 765.33 + 1.8142𝑇 − 0.0035𝑇 2

(2-5)

where 𝑇 and 𝜌 are in K and kg/m3, respectively.
Besides density other thermodynamic properties for water are also enabled to vary with
temperature in polynomial fit, which are specific heat capacity
𝐶𝑝 (𝑇) = 28.07 − 0.2817𝑇 + 1.25 × 10−3 𝑇 2 − 2.48 × 10−6 𝑇 3 + 1.857 × 10−9 𝑇 4 (2-6)
where 𝑇 and 𝐶𝑝 are in K and kJ/(kg∙K), respectively.
thermal conductivity
𝑘(𝑇) = −0.5752 + 6.397 × 10−3 𝑇 − 8.151 × 10−6 𝑇 2

(2-7)

where 𝑇 and 𝑘 are in K and W/(m∙K), respectively.
and dynamic viscosity
𝜇(𝑇) = 0.0967 − 8.207 × 10−4 𝑇 + 2.344 × 10−6 𝑇 2 − 2.244 × 10−9 𝑇 3

(2-8)

where 𝑇 and 𝜇 are in K and Pa∙s, respectively.
Equations (2-5), (2-6), (2-7) and (2-8) are posted by Pramuditya (2011).
2.2. Computational domain and boundary conditions
The simulation was performed within a two-dimensional domain in the x-y plane which
covered the streamwise and vertical directions but ignored the transverse direction. The
computational domain was separated into upper and lower regions which correspond to
air and water zones, respectively, as illustrated in figure 1 (a). The air zone was 3.193 m
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in length and 1.305 m in depth. In the length scale it was consisted of a pair of 1.5 m
wingwalls which had six degrees to the x direction and the 1.2 m horizontal air-water
interface. The role of the wingwalls was to prevent water loss and also to develop the
kinematic and thermal boundary layers. The water zone was 1.2 m in length and 0.5135
m in depth. The water surface was comprised of two side regions on both sides of the
tank and the real air-water interface paralleled to the tank bottom. The pair of side parts
was used to transit the wind direction from paralleling to the wingwalls to paralleling to
the x direction, which required a horizontal water surface to realize it (Ali et al. 2018,
Defraeye et al. 2010, Gavelli et al. 2008).
The size function applied to generate the grid in the entire domain was the type of
proximity and curvature with fine relevance center, fine span angle center and high
smoothing. Also, the mesh was refined for the water region by setting the element size as
0.005 m. For further refining the air-water interface, the water surface and side walls of
tank were set the element size as 0.002 m so as to uniformly inflate the regions near the
interface in both air and water zones. As a result, the statistics of grid was 58593
elements in all, and maximum and minimum face size were 0.0145 m2 and 0.00076 m2,
respectively, as illustrated in figure 1 (b). Moreover, the boundary conditions used in the
simulation were also described in figure 1 (b), which varies in air inlet velocity and
temperature for both air and water zones in different runs, as summarized in table 1.
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3. Results and discussion
Since the problem is considered under the areas of heat transfer and fluid mechanics,
thermodynamic and kinematic properties are supposed to analyze. The most direct result
for variation of thermodynamic properties is transient change of temperature which also
caused the change of density to produce thermal plumes. By switching the dimensional
results to nondimensional results, several dimensionless parameters can be obtained for
further studying the variations and relationships of thermal properties. As for kinematic
property, surface horizontal velocity is analyzed, which leads to stagnations points at the
water surface. (Beard et al. 1971, Deacon 1977, Lahey Jr and Drew 2001, Lin et al.
1988).
3.1. The variation and relation of thermodynamic properties for water
For the simulations SC1, SC2, SC3 and SC4 as shown in table 1, temperature difference
has been applied at the initial timestep between the phase of air and water. This
difference in temperature produces convection for the water zone as the simulation begins
to run under transient model, which causes temperature variation in the bulk of the water
with the elapsing of time. Also, for this problem thermodynamic properties of water are
set as a function of temperature as shown in equations (2-5), (2-6), (2-7) and (2-8), and
density is the one which associates with the formation of thermal plumes, therefore,
discussing with respect to the variation of density is necessary to study the buoyancy due
to temperature difference.
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Based on the reasons above the results with respect to temperature and density are
supposed to discuss both phenomenally and numerically.
3.1.1. Variations of temperature contour, density contour and streamline
From figure 2 it can be stated that plumes produced by thermal convection from air to
water appeared at around t=10 s for various cases. These plumes are similar things to the
cool plumes proposed by Leighton et al. (2003) and mushroom-like plumes by Wissink
and Herlina (2015). From these scenarios it is not hard to find that the plumes near the
both sides of tank fell more quickly than those near the middle. This phenomenon is most
apparent for the case with wind speed of 1.0 m/s (i.e. SC1) and reduced with the
decreasing of wind speed. This is hard to observe when the wind speed was decreased to
0.1 m/s. It could be suspected that relatively high wind speed produced higher heat
transfer velocity on both sides of bulk water than its center.
Among these cooling plumes, the plumes near the side walls of the tank fell fastest and
once they touched the bottom of tank those plumes raised again and interacted with each
other, and eventually at around t=35-45 s (depending on various cases), the cases with
higher wind speed (i.e. SC1 and SC2) formed one large circulation in the
counterclockwise direction, which indicates that the cooling plumes near the inlet
dominated within the tank; the case with moderate wind speed (i.e. SC3) showed two
circulations that are in opposite directions, which indicates that the velocity of heat
transfer on both sides of the tank are basically balanced; once the wind speed decreased
to 0.1 m/s (i.e. SC4) the plumes on the right side of tank dominated, which formed one
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circulation in the clockwise direction. The reason is perhaps that reducing wind velocity
produced more negative effect for vertical heat transfer than for wind shear, which caused
cooling plumes “floating onto” the water surface which were then moved downstream by
wind shear to the right side and then went down with the shear stress driven circulation.
At this stage, the heat transfer almost happened around the outmost layer of the
circulation, which means the cooling fluids had not spread to the center of the
circulation. .
The state with one circulation lasted more than 200 seconds and at t=260-350 s
(depending on different cases) the cool plumes began to “get into” the central zone with
higher temperature. The external cool water and internal warm water mixed with each
other and then the temperature within the tank was continuously decreased by this
process. Eventually, a “fissure” formed between two circulations for each case at t=12003000 s (according to different case—case with higher wind speed taking less time). The
cooler fluid fell from this “fissure” to continue cool down the water in the tank until
approaching the air temperature. Also, the location of this “fissure” is different for
various cases. The case with higher wind speed (i.e. SC1) produced larger wind shear,
which caused the circulation in the same direction with wind shear (i.e. clockwise)
dominated, thus, the “fissure” was closer to the right side of tank; conversely, the case
with lower wind speed (i.e. SC4) corresponds to a “fissure” that was closer to the left side
of tank (Kaczorowski and Wagner 2009, Schlesinger 1973, Tan and Thorpe 1996).
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3.1.2. Transient variation of area-average temperature and density
The transient variation of average temperature and density for the entire area of water
zone is displayed for each case with temperature difference (i.e. SC1-SC4), as shown in
figure 3.
From figure 3 it can be concluded that average temperature for the entire surface of water
tank was decreasing with time and the rate of change of temperature which is the slope of
curve was also decreasing with time. Once the area-average temperate within the tank of
water was close to the stream temperature the rate of change approached zero and the
state of system became steady. Plus, the time elapsing for cases with different wind speed
is also different. It is obvious to see that cases with higher wind speed can take less time
to reach steady state. Similarly, these laws described above also suit for the area-average
density of water. The only difference is that water density is increasing with time since
the density decreases as the temperature increases, as equation (2-7) shows.
3.1.3. Transient variation and relations of nondimensional numbers
The nondimensional numbers associated with this problem that involves heat transfer and
buoyancy-driven flow, are Reynolds number, Richardson number, Prandtl number,
Grashof number, Rayleigh number and Nusselt number. (Jayakumar et al. 2010, Sanitjai
and Goldstein 2004, Sartori 2006, Vallée et al. 2008). The Reynolds number is the ratio
of a fluid’s inertial force to its viscous force, which is written as
𝑅𝑒 =

𝜌𝑣𝐷
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𝜇

(3-1)

where 𝜌 is density of water, 𝑣 is velocity of the wind, 𝐷 is the depth of water and 𝜇 is
dynamic viscosity of water.
The Richardson number represents the ratio of the buoyancy term to the flow shear term,
which can be calculated as
𝑔′𝐷

𝑅𝑖 = 𝑣

∞

(3-2)

2

where

𝑔′ =

𝜌𝑇=𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 −𝜌
𝜌𝑇=𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟

𝑔

(3-3)

is the reduced gravitational acceleration, 𝐷 is the depth of water, 𝑣∞ is velocity of the
wind, 𝜌 is density of water and 𝜌𝑇=𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 is density of water when temperature of water
equals temperature of air.
The Prandtl number is the ratio of momentum diffusivity to thermal diffusivity, which is
given by
𝜈

𝑃𝑟 = 𝛼

(3-4)

where
𝜇

𝜈=𝜌
and
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(3-5)

𝛼=𝑐

𝜅

(3-6)

𝑝𝜌

where 𝜈 is momentum diffusivity (i.e. kinematic viscosity of water), 𝛼 is thermal
diffusivity of water, 𝜇 is dynamic viscosity of water, 𝜌 is density of water, 𝜅 is thermal
conductivity of water and 𝑐𝑝 is specific heat of water.
The Grashof number is the ratio of buoyant forces to viscous forces acting on the fluid,
which is defined by
𝐺𝑟 =

𝑔𝛽(𝑇𝑖 −𝑇∞ )𝐿3

(3-7)

𝜈2

where 𝑔 is gravitational acceleration, 𝛽 is coefficient of thermal expansion of water, 𝑇𝑖 is
initial temperature of water, 𝑇∞ is temperature of air, 𝐿 is length of water surface, 𝜈 is
kinematic viscosity of water.
Rayleigh number is the product of Grashof number and Prandtl number, which is
𝑅𝑎 = 𝐺𝑟 ∙ 𝑃𝑟

(3-8)

And the last dimensionless number, Nusselt number described the ratio of convective to
conductive heat transfer across the air-water interface, which is given by
𝑁𝑢 =

ℎ

(3-9)

𝜅/𝐿

where
ℎ=−

𝜌𝐷𝑐𝑝
𝑡
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𝑇−𝑇

ln 𝑇 −𝑇∞
𝑖

∞

(3-10)

is convective heat transfer coefficient, 𝜅 is thermal conductivity of water, 𝐿 is length of
water surface, 𝜌 is density of water, 𝐷 is depth of bulk of water, 𝑐𝑝 is specific heat of
water, 𝑡 is time, 𝑇 is temperature of water, 𝑇𝑖 is initial temperature of water and 𝑇∞ is
temperature of air.
Also, to unify all parameters as being dimensionless, time was normalized as well, which
is
𝜏=

𝑐𝑝 (𝑇𝑖 −𝑇∞ )
𝐿𝑣∞

𝑡

(3-11)

where 𝑐𝑝 is specific heat of water, 𝑇𝑖 is initial temperature of water, 𝑇∞ is temperature of
air, 𝐿 is length of water surface, 𝑣∞ is velocity of wind and 𝑡 is time.
Figure 4 shows all graphical results with respect to these nondimensional numbers above.
Figure 4 (a) displays the transient variation of Richardson number Ri for cases SC1-SC4
with different wind speeds. Figure 4 (a)-I is the overall graph and figure 4 (a)-II is the
partial enlarged detail for the left bottom corner of entire chart. The graph was plotted
based on the results calculating from equations (3-2) and (3-3). Since the tendency
between different cases is hard to observe under the linear scale this transient variation of
Richardson number was also plotted on a log-log scale as shown in figure 4 (a)-III. From
figure 4 (a) it can be stated that Ri decreased with time and the rate of change of Ri also
decreased. The reason of these is because initially there was large difference of
temperature at surface, which produced greatest reduced gravity to contribute to largest
buoyancy term for Richardson number. However, this difference of temperature reduced
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with time, so the proportion of buoyancy decreased as well. Also, the rate of change of
temperature in the tank did not decrease uniformly as shown in figure 3 (a), which was
decreasing with time and finally approached zero, therefore, Ri had this trend as well.
Another conclusion can be figured by comparing the value of Richardson number
between different cases under same time. The case with lowest wind speed (i.e. SC4) had
largest Ri since lower wind speed decrease the ratio of shear term for Richardson
number, which caused a smaller Ri. Conversely, the case with highest wind speed (i.e.
SC1) had smallest Ri due to more shear. Certainly, the value of Richardson number
approached zero for each case when the temperature of water within the tank had become
the air temperature, which indicates that the buoyancy term had been equal to zero.
Table 2 shows the initial conditions with respect to the calculation of Reynolds number
for SC1-SC4. Re was calculated according to the equation (3-1). It is not hard to find that
the Re for each case is relatively high which can be seen as turbulent flow. Also, from
SC1 to SC4 Reynolds number descended with decreasing of wind speed, and higher Re
can cause higher velocity of heat transfer, which explained why cooling plumes fell faster
with higher wind speed than with lower speed as it shows in figure 2.
Figure 4 (b), (c) and (d) correspond the transient variation for Prandtl number, Grashof
number and Rayleigh number, respectively. Prandtl number was calculated based on
equations (3-3), (3-4) and (3-5), which can be concluded that Pr is a function of specific
heat, thermal conductivity and dynamic viscosity. Since dynamic viscosity has larger
change under different temperature than specific heat and thermal conductivity plus this
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change is positively increasing, Prandtl number ascended with time and finally
approached to a same constant for all cases. Grashof number was calculated according to
equation (3-6) which shows that Gr is a function of coefficient of thermal expansion and
kinematic viscosity. The coefficient of thermal expansion decreased with time while
kinematic viscosity increased with time, therefore, Grashof number kept descending and
eventually became constant. As for Rayleigh number, it is the product of Pr and Gr as
shown in equation (3-7). Prandtl number was increasing with time, which indicated a
greater ratio of momentum to thermal diffusivity generated with time; however, Grashof
number was decreasing with time, which showed a smaller ratio of buoyant to viscous
force created with time. Thus, the transient trend of Rayleigh number cannot be
determined analytically. From figure 4 (d) it can be concluded that Ra descended with
time, which demonstrates that Gr affected the value of Ra more than Pr, and still
approached to the same value eventually.
The transient variation of Nusselt number was displayed in figure 4 (e), and the data was
calculated based on equation (3-8) and (3-9). Since multiple thermophysical properties
collectively affected the change of Nu, it cannot predict the tread of transient variation of
Nusselt number. From figure 4 (e)-I it can be seen that Nu was decreasing overall for all
four cases, however, the partial enlarged detail in figure 4 (e)-II shows that the change of
Nu was chaotic in unsteady state. Also, all cases approached to a constant, but the value
was different under various cases. Lower wind speed needs more time to get to steady
state, which caused smaller final heat transfer coefficient and then smaller Nusselt
number. The descending of Nu indicated that the ratio of convective to conductive heat
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transfer reduced with time. That is because the convective heat transfer coefficient was
decreasing due to the smaller and smaller difference between water and air temperature.
The relations of Nusselt number with other dimensionless numbers can be found in figure
4 (f), (g), (h) and (i). Figure 4 (f) shows the inversely proportional relation between
Nusselt number and Prandtl number while figure 4 (g), (h) and (i) display the
proportional relations of Nusselt number with Grashof number, Rayleigh number and
Richardson number, respectively. This can be explained as the decrease of temperature
difference between water and air reduce the values of Nu, Gr, Ra and Ri. However, the
viscosity was increased when the temperature of water was approaching the temperature
of air, which caused the greater Prandtl number with decreasing Nusselt number.
3.2. The variation of kinematic properties for water
The most common kinematic property is velocity for the cases with respect to fluid
dynamics. Velocity can be analyzed for this problem by comparing between the cases
with and without temperature difference, which can be applied to differ the results caused
by wind shear and the results by heat transfer. On the other hand, for a single case with
temperature difference, the variation of velocity with time also plays an important role of
the analysis of kinematic property for water. To check velocity affected by both wind
shear and heat transfer velocity profiles near the water surface are most appropriate for
this goal (Carr et al. 1973, Komori et al. 1993, Radziemska and Lewandowski 2001).
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3.2.1. Streamline and temperature difference relations
Streamlines were both checked under the conditions with and without temperature
difference between air and water and compare them when both cases were up to a
kinematic steady state. From figure 5 it can be observed that under the same wind speed
streamlines between the cases with (i.e. SC1-SC4) and without (i.e. NT1-NT4)
temperature differences are quite different. The streamline associated with no
temperature difference only formed one large circulation in the clockwise direction which
was dominated by surface wind shear while the streamlines produced under certain
temperature difference between two phases eventually formed two circulations in
opposite directions that was caused by buoyancy due to temperature difference.
Corresponding to the “fissure” mentioned in section 3.1.1. cooler fluid fell from the
surface to the bottom from this “fissure” then mixed with warmer fluid and went back to
the surface from both sides, which is why streamline showed as two opposite circulations
(Malkus 1949).
3.2.2. The transient variation of stagnation points at surface
As mentioned in previous chapters, both effects of wind shear and heat transfer
influenced this problem. In such conditions the circulations formed within the tank must
be also controlled by these double effects. When these two factors produce opposite
velocity for water multiple circulations will simultaneously exist and stagnation points
will be triggered between two adjacent circulations with negative directions.
In figure 6 (a) horizontal positions of stagnation points at water surface were plotted with
time for the case with wind speed of 0.1 m/s (i.e. SC4). This graph shows that the
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formation of stagnation points can be divided into three stages which are chaotic stage,
transitional stage and steady stage. In first stage at which time is between 0 to about 3200
seconds, significant heat transfer occurred, which caused streamlines within tank to be
chaotic for most of this time. A sample of this stage was displayed in figure 6 (b) which
corresponds the results before t = 1000 s. At time equals around 10 s (i.e. tag 1 in figure
6b) cooling plumes fell so as to form multiple small circulations near the surface,
therefore, stagnation points distributed along the whole length scale, as shown in (1) of
figure 6 (f). After that there is a short stage with few-stagnation points between 50 to 290
seconds. Streamlines were in the clockwise direction for most of time, which can be
explained as cooling fluid falling from right side of tank so that streamlines caused by
heat transfer and wind shear are in same direction, thus, one large circulation dominated
in the tank without stagnation point. This phenomenon can be observed in (2) and (3) of
figure 6 (f). From t = 300 s the falling location of cooling fluid began to move left, which
produced two opposite circulations at both sides of cooling fluid, as (4) of figure 6 (f)
shown. Then, the cooling water continuously moved further left and fell at multiple
locations, which triggered turbulence in the tank and generated large numbers of
stagnation points. It has been shown in (5) and (6) of figure 6 (f). After the chaotic stage
streamlines began to approach a stable state due to the relatively fixed falling location of
cooling fluid. This scenario corresponds to the second stage in figure 6 (a), so-called
transitional stage. The two samples of this stage are shown in figure 6 (c) at t = 40005000 s and in figure 6 (d) at t = 8000-9000 s. Also, three representative types of
streamline at t = 4200, 4800 and 8490 s are presented which correspond to (7), (8) and (9)
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in figure 6 (f), respectively. The last stage starting from around 11100 seconds to the end,
is much steadier. As the sample shown in figure 6 (e), from time equal to 15000 to 16000
seconds the locations of stagnation points for each timestep almost unchanged, therefore,
only one timestep was chosen to display in (10) of figure 6 (f). From this graph it can be
seen that the final state for this simulation owns two circulations which are not of equal
strength. Since cooling fluid penetrated near the left side, the tank circulation at the right
side is more dominated than the left, which makes most stagnation points gathered at the
location of two circulation encountering. Only a few numbers of stagnation points
appeared near the right corner of tank due to the boundary limitation. This stability for
the last stage also can be checked by plotting the number of stagnations points with time,
as shown in figure 6 (g). In the chaotic stage the number of stagnation points varies a lot
while it became stable as time was entering steady stage.

4. Conclusions
The results discussed above can be summarized by following items:
(1) Cooling plumes appeared at initial stage of heat transfer and fell from the water
surface. Due to the wind shear these plumes were carried to the right side of tank and
then fell to the bottom to mix more completely. After an unsteady period, the system
finally formed a balance between buoyancy driven flow and wind shear so that a
“fissure” generated and separated one circulation into two circulations of opposite
direction. Meanwhile, the heat transfer continued going on from this “fissure”.
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(2) The transient variation of Prandtl number kept increasing while Richardson number,
Grashof number, Rayleigh number and Nusselt number were all decreasing, except
that Nusselt number experienced a part of unsteady stage before time was around 300
seconds. All of these dimensionless numbers changed faster at initial stage of heat
transfer then these rates became smaller and eventually approach to a constant.
(3) The transient variation of stagnation points at water surface can be divided into three
stages— chaotic stage, transitional stage and steady stage. These three stages
indicated that the system experienced unsteady flow before finally realizing the
balance between buoyancy forces and wind shear. In the final stage the stagnation
points mainly gathered at the “fissure” between the two circulations.
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TABLES
Table 1. Overview of the simulations
Run

Wind speed

Air temperature

Water temperature

Temperature

(m/s)

(°C)

(°C)

difference (°C)

SC1

1.0

10

90

80

SC2

0.5

10

90

80

SC3

0.25

10

90

80

SC4

0.1

10

90

80

NT1

1.0

10

10

0

NT2

0.5

10

10

0

NT3

0.25

10

10

0

NT4

0.1

10

10

0

Note: in all simulations the pressure at outlet was set to zero (atmospheric pressure).
Table 2. Overview of Initial Reynolds number for cases with temperature difference
Run

Wind speed

Water density

Dynamic viscosity of

(m/s)

(kg/m3)

water (Pa∙s)

SC1

1.0

962.584

3.16×10-4

1.52×106

SC2

0.5

962.584

3.16×10-4

7.62×105

SC3

0.25

962.584

3.16×10-4

3.81×105

SC4

0.1

962.584

3.16×10-4

1.52×105

Note: in all cases the characteristic length was set as the depth of water.
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FIGURES
(a) Schematic

(b) Grid and boundary conditions

Figure 1. Computational domain: (a) schematic and (b) grid and boundary conditions.
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(a) SC1

(b) SC2
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(c) SC3

(d) SC4

Figure 2. Transient variations of temperature, water density and streamline: (a) SC1, (b)
SC2, (c) SC3, and (d) SC4.
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(a) Area-average temperature
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(b) Area-average density of water
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Figure 3. Transient variations of area-average temperature and density of water for SC1SC4: (a) area-average temperature and (b) area-average density of water.
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(a) Transient variation of Richardson number
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(b) Transient variation of Prandtl number
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(c) Transient variation of Grashof number
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(d) Transient variation of Rayleigh number
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(f) Prandtl number versus Nusselt number
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(g) Grashof number versus Nusselt number
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(h) Rayleigh number versus Nusselt number
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(i) Nusselt number versus Richardson number
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Figure 4. Transient variations and relations of dimensionless numbers for SC1-SC4: (a)
transient variation of Richardson number, (b) transient variation of Prandtl number, (c)
transient variation of Grashof number, (d) transient variation of Rayleigh number, (e)
transient variation of Nusselt number, (f) Prandtl number versus Nusselt number, (g)
Grashof number versus Nusselt number, (h) Rayleigh number versus Nusselt number,
and (i) Nusselt number versus Richardson number.
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(a) SC1 versus NT1
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(b) SC2 versus NT2
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(c) SC3 versus NT3
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(d) SC4 versus NT4
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Figure 5. Comparison of streamline between cases with and without temperature
difference: (a) SC1 versus NT1, (b) SC2 versus NT2, (c) SC3 versus NT3, and (d) SC4
versus NT4.
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(a) Overall transient variation
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(b) Sample in Stage 1 (time = 0-1000 s)
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(c) Sample in Stage 2 (time = 4000-5000 s)
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(d) Sample in Stage 2 (time = 8000-9000 s)
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(e) Sample in Stage 3 (time = 15000-16000 s)
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(f) Graphical locations of stagnation points at various timesteps
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(g) Transient variation of number of stagnation points
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Figure 6. Transient Variation of horizontal location of stagnation points at surface: (a)
overall transient variation, (b) sample in Stage 1 (time = 0-1000 s), (c) sample in Stage 2
(time = 4000-5000 s), (d) sample in Stage 2 (time = 8000-9000 s), (e) sample in Stage 3
(time = 15000-16000 s), (f) graphical locations of stagnation points at various timesteps,
and (g) transient variation of number of stagnation points.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A. MATLAB code for calculation of stagnation points
Determination of surface and interpolation of transient stagnation points
clear all
clc
% Read transient data (t=1-10000s) exported from Fluent
files1=dir('velocity_files_0.1_1');
files1=sortObj(files1);
t1=length(files1);
% Read transient data (t=10001-20000s) exported from Fluent
files2=dir('velocity_files_0.1_2');
files2=sortObj(files2);
t2=length(files2);
% Put data files (t=1-10000s) for every 10 seconds into a cell array.
% Note that codes must be ran when current folder is
[velocity_files_0.1_1].
for i=1:(t1-2)/10
filename=files1(10*i+2).name;
onefile=importdata(filename);
if isstruct(onefile) == 1;
allfiles1{i}=getfield(onefile,'data');
end
end
% Put data files (t=10001-20000s) for every 10 seconds into a cell
array.
% Note that codes must be ran when current folder is
[velocity_files_0.1_2].
for i=1:(t2-2)/10
filename=files2(10*i+2).name;
onefile=importdata(filename);
if isstruct(onefile) == 1;
allfiles2{i}=getfield(onefile,'data');
end
end
% The reason that all data was separated into two sections is the
number of files is too large to show in the MATLAB.
% Combine two sections into one.
allfiles=[allfiles1 allfiles2];
% --------------------------------------------------------------------% Main programming for determining surface level and interpolating
stagnation points
C=[];
for i=1:length(allfiles)
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new_array_x={};
new_array_y={};
water_array={};
each_file=[];
index_x=[];
index_y=[];
ave_y=[];
each_cell_x=[];
each_cell_y=[];
surface=[];
surface_new=[];
A=[];
B=[];
each_file=allfiles{:,i};
% take the data for each timestep
each_file(:,3)=roundn(each_file(:,3),-2);
% decrease decimal for y coordinate
index_y=unique(each_file(:,3));
for j=1:length(index_y)
new_array_y{j}=each_file(each_file(:,3)==index_y(j),:);
end
% combine data with same y coordinate and rearrange in ascending
order of y coordinate
a=1;
for j=1:length(new_array_y)
each_cell_y=new_array_y{j};
if min(each_cell_y(:,7))>0.9
water_array{a}=[each_cell_y(:,2:3) each_cell_y(:,6)
each_cell_y(:,4)];
a=a+1;
end
end
% get rid of air phase in control volume
b=1;
for j=1:length(water_array)
ave_y(b)=mean(water_array{j}(:,2));
b=b+1;
end
max_y=max(ave_y);
[X,Y]=find(ave_y==max_y);
surface=[water_array{Y}(:,1) water_array{Y}(:,3:4)];
% find water surface in water zone
index_x=unique(surface(:,1));
for j=1:length(index_x)
new_array_x{j}=surface(surface(:,1)==index_x(j),:);
end
% combine data with same x coordinate and rearrange in ascending
order of x coordinate
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m=1;
for j=1:length(new_array_x)
each_cell_x=new_array_x{j};
surface_new(m,:)=each_cell_x(1,:);
m=m+1;
end
% determine new surface data by deleting repeated data
k=1;
for j=1:(length(surface_new)-1)
if surface_new(j,3).*surface_new(j+1,3)<0
A(1,:)=surface_new(j,:);
A(2,:)=surface_new(j+1,:);
zerox=interp1(A(:,3),A(:,1),0,'linear');
zeroy=mean(A(:,2));
B(k,1)=zerox;
B(k,2)=zeroy;
k=k+1;
end
end
% interpolate two adjacent points with opposite signs to determine
stagnation points
C_cell{i}=B;
% save results in a cell array
n=length(B);
if n>0
[M,N]=size(C);
C(M+1:M+n,1)=10*i;
C(M+1:M+n,2)=B(:,1);
C(M+1:M+n,3)=B(:,2);
end
% save results in a matrix
D(i,1)=10*i;
D(i,2)=n;
% calculate the number of stagnation points for each timestep
end
scatter(C(:,1),C(:,2))
xlabel('Time[s]');
ylabel('x coordinate[m]');
title('Transient variation of stagnation points');
% plot results
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\Definition of function for natural -order sort ( adopted from official MATLAB website)
%% Input Wrangling %%
%
assert(iscell(X),'First input <X> must be a cell array.')
tmp = cellfun('isclass',X,'char') & cellfun('size',X,1)<2 &
cellfun('ndims',X)<3;
assert(all(tmp(:)),'First input <X> must be a cell array of strings
(1xN character).')
%
%% Split and Sort File Names/Paths %%
%
% Split full filepaths into file [path,name,extension]:
[pth,fnm,ext] = cellfun(@fileparts,X(:),'UniformOutput',false);
% Split path into {dir,subdir,subsubdir,...}:
pth = regexp(pth,'[^/\\]+','match'); % either / or \ as filesep.
len = cellfun('length',pth);
num = max(len);
vec{numel(len)} = [];
%
% Natural-order sort of the file extensions and filenames:
if nargout<3 % faster:
[~,ndx] = natsort(ext,varargin{:});
[~,ids] = natsort(fnm(ndx),varargin{:});
else % for debugging:
[~,ndx,dbg{num+2}] = natsort(ext,varargin{:});
[~,ids,tmp] = natsort(fnm(ndx),varargin{:});
[~,idd] = sort(ndx);
dbg{num+1} = tmp(idd,:);
end
ndx = ndx(ids);
%
% Natural-order sort of the directory names:
for k = num:-1:1
idx = len>=k;
vec(:) = {''};
vec(idx) = cellfun(@(c)c(k),pth(idx));
if nargout<3 % faster:
[~,ids] = natsort(vec(ndx),varargin{:});
else % for debugging:
[~,ids,tmp] = natsort(vec(ndx),varargin{:});
[~,idd] = sort(ndx);
dbg{k} = tmp(idd,:);
end
ndx = ndx(ids);
end
%
% Return the sorted array and indices:
ndx = reshape(ndx,size(X));
X = X(ndx);
%
end
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Definition of function for applying the function of natural -order sort
function file=sortObj(file)
for i=1:length(file)
A{i}=file(i).name;
end
[~,ind]=natsortfiles(A);
for j=1:length(file)
files(j)=file(ind(j));
end
clear file;
file=files';
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